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RAMOGE EXPLORATIONS 2015 AN]) 2018: A CROSS-BORDER
EXPERIENCE 0F DEEP OCEANOGRAPHIC EXPLORATIONS

Abstract
In the framework of the international agreement RAMOGE, as foltow up of the work
done in 2014 in identfying areas ofecological interest (EBSAs) in the RAMOGE area,
a first oceanographic exploration campaign was carried out in 2015 by mean of the
ISPRA research vesse! (Italy). The campaign ran from August 16 to 23 belween France
(Cogolin), Monaco and Italy (San Remo). The main objective of the
RAMOGE_Expto_2015 campaign was to explore the depth range 50 - 400 meters in
order to study some relevant sites to establishing an inventory ofhabitats, protected and
commercial species and anthropogenic pressures. To this purpose six areas of
ecotogical interest have been selected, two per Member State. The coltected information
represented a signcant contribution, both in terms of knowledge of biodiversity and
the pressures exerted by human activities and have also been usedfor the development
of local management framework documents, such as Marine Protected Areas.
following the same approach, a second campaign, “RAMOGE Explo 2018 “, was
carried out in summer 2018, thanks to the means ofIFREMER (France). The stakes of
this newfield activity were centered on habitat, species and marine litter in the depth
range 2000-3 000 m, focusing on seamounts and to ver the presence of a facies at
Isidella elongata recorded in the sixties.
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Introduction
Bringing together france, Italy and Monaco since 1976, the RAMOGE agreement was
bom afier an awareness of the pollution of the sea. Its goal is to raise consciousness,
develop actions and make recommendations regarding the protection of the marine
environment. The RAMOGE area is part of a very large part of a very large area of the
Mediterranean recognized as ecologically and biologically important by the Convention
on Biological Diversity (CBD) and classified as “EBSA” (Ecological and Biological
Interest Zone). International agreements and European guidelines encourage the
countries to be part ofthe ecological issues ofthe deep-sea areas.
As part of its actions, the RAMOGE agreement has organized a preliminary
identification of ecological focus areas in 2014. Several deep-sea areas were identified,
especially canyon heads and deep rocky outcrops. In 2015, a first scientific exploration
mission of the deep-sea, between 50 et 400 in depth, was organized to make an
inventory of habitats, commercial and protected species, ecosystems and human
pressures. Based on these critereas, 6 ecological focus areas were retained, two for each
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members. (Fig.1): Italy - Arma di Taggia and Bordighera canyons; Monaco- Larvotto
canyons and deep rocks; france —Nioulargue bank and Dramont canyon (Daniel et aï.,

2016).
for the RAMOGE_Explo 2018 the stakes remained focused on habitats and deep-sea
species, with exploration at a depth of about 2,500 meters and, in addition, observing
areas of accumulation of macro-waste.
These campaigns bring elements of knowledge to establish an ecological situational
analysis in order for it to be taken into account in public politics. (Marine protected
areas, MFSD, DHFF/Natura 2000).

In the desire to strengthen tins cross-border cooperation, several structures got together
to prepare and realize these campaigns. In France, the «Agence française pour la
biodiversité », «Unité Mixte de Service du Patrimoine naturel », «Groupement
d’Intérêt Scientifique », « Posidonie », IFREMER, and the CPIE ofthe Lerins islands.
In Italy, “Istituto Superiore per la Protezione e la Ricerca Ambientale” (ISPRA), the
University of Genoa and as for Monaco, the Direction of the Environement and the
$cientific Center of Monaco.

Materials and methods
The first RAMOGE oceanographic exploration campaign in 2015, ran from August 16
to 23 between France (Cogolin), Monaco and Italy (San Remo), using the scientific
equipment of the ISPRA (Italy). (Fig. 2). Explorations were conducted ffianks to the
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Fig. 1 : Map of the areas explored by RAMOGE_Explo2Ol5 &
RAMOGE_Explo2Ol$ (according to Fabri et al., 201$ and Fourt & Goujard,
2015).
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23m vessel “RJV Astrea” which had on board for this occasion, the ROV «Polluce
III » allowing exploration to -500 meters (f ig. 2).
In 2018, the second campaign ran from September 17 to 25, in the waters of ffie 3
countries. (fig. 1) using the nautical mean ofthe French oceanographic fleet: 83 meters
vessel «N/O Atalante » which had on board the ROV « Victor» which cari go down to
6000 meters in depth (fig. 2).

For each ROV dives, the exploration of ecological focus areas was conducted in the
same way. The description of the marine environment relies maitily on visual data
(photos, videos) obtained from unmanned submarines. The identification of the species
of the megafauna is visual, usually using samples from the campaigns.
Bathymetry and audio images were obtained through a multibeam sounder. Analysed
prior to the dives, a bathymetric suwey allowes to target efficiently the explorations.

Resuits of the 2015 explorations
Between the 3 countries, more than 21 kilometers were explored in a depth range
between 52 and 462 m: 0,5 km (canyon of Monaco) and almost 10 km of the coast
(East of the Nioulargue bank): deap-sea rocks (Nioulargue bank and Lawotto); s well
as canyon heads in their upper part (canyons of Dramont, Monaco, Bordighera and
Arma di Taggia) These sites are largely dominated by the species from circalirtoral
zones. Rock areas and bathyal mud areas were also explored in the canyons . One
hundred and twenty-two species were thus observed and identified. The Nioulargue
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Fig. 2 : a: Oceanographic ship «fiN Astrea » used during the 2015 campaÎgn;
b : ROV Pollux III used during the 2015 campaign;
C: Oceanographic ship « N/O Atalante» used during the 201$ campaign;
d : ROV Victor 6000 used during the 2018 campaign (photo credits:
B. DanielJAFB).
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bank and the Larvotto rocks offer different landscapes. The first consists of a rocky
outcrop covered with a nch detrital and dotted with rocky outcrops colonized by
gorgonians, black corals and some sponges. The rocks of Larvotto emerge from a soft,
muddy or sandy-muddy medium. They are oases of life for the sessile species,
dominated by the group of sponges, black corals and gorgonians. In the shallower rocky
areas of the Dramont and Bordighera canyons, similar landscapes have been observed:
with gorgonians such as Paramuricea clavata (purpÏe gorgon) and Eunicella cavolini
(orange gorgon) mainly, but also Eunicella vermcosa (white wart gorgon), especially in
the canyon of Bordighera and on the rocks of Larvotto.
Yellow coral (Dendrophyllia comigera) has been observed at ail sites, but it is
particularly present in the Bordighera Canyon, sometimes with such a density that it
should be considered a facies.
At the Nioulargue Bank, the discovery of two colonies of deep coral Madrepora oculata
(zig-zag coral) could indicate the presence of a settiement of these cold-water corals, in
even deeper environments. With regard to the visible anthropogenic pressures, we
observe in particular those related to lost fishing gear (Bordighera canyon, Nioulargue
bank) and those due to repeated anchoring (deep Larvotto rocks). $tand-up faunal
stands can be severely damaged by fishing activities, causing mechanical damage and
increasing sedimentation rates (Ferrigno et aÏ, 2018).

Resuits of the 201$ exploration
Seven sites were explored during this campaign, ranging between 396 and 2194 in
depth: 2 in Cannes and Monaco, a deep rocky plateau at Méjean and three seamounts
(Table 1).

Tab. 1 — Explored sites at RAMOGE Explo 2018- dates and depth înterval

Sites Dates Maximum depth Minimum depth

Return to Isidella 1964 18/09/2018 1070 800

Cannes canyon 19/09/2018 1445 945

Monaco canyon 20/09/2018 2194 1292

Ulysse seamount 21/09/2018 1234 399

Janua seamount 22/09/2018 1118 790

Spinola spur seamount 23/09/2018 2124 2001

Méjean highland 24/09/2018 917 396

Data from the 2018 exploration campaign have not yet been processed. The amount of
data acquired is very important, almost 2 terabytes. (Fig.3). These data allow us to
obtain several scientific information such as: (j) signaling and geolocation of known
species, (ii) new bathymetric distribution of signaling; (iii) frequency of observation
(rare, frequent); (iv) environment and context (assemblies); (y) sometimes behavior; (vi)
sites of significant biodiversity; (vii) sites visibly impacted by humans with the presence
of macro-waste.
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The first observations make it possible to sketch general remarks:

a) The field of Isidetia etongata observed in 1964 was flot found. This may be due to
inaccurate historical data and possibly to exploration at too great a depth.
Observations during the MedSeacan exploration campaign located IsidelÏa etongata
between -600 and -100 meters on the French continental coasts,

b) The exploration of the Cannes canyon was dedicated to the search for macro-waste.
It is a silted canyon with almost no bioturbation,

c) The Monaco canyon lias muddy parts with large areas of accumulation of macro
waste, drop-offs of heterogeneous composition: rocks, marls, identification of the
pennatulum Frotoptitum carpenteri, which lias been done visually (taxonomic
identification is in progress). Ibis would be the second observation in the
Meditenanean for an Atiantic species after that of Mastrototaro et al. (2014),

d) The Ulysses Seamount has made rich observations justifying the interest of this
sector in terms of biodiversity: diversity of anthozoa and fish, high density of
Caltogorgia verticillata,

e) Janua Seamount has also interesting anthozoan diversity. Many Farea sponges
have been observed. The presence of pieces of fossil wood on the slopes and the
top of the seamount questioned scientists on the geological history of the site
(Fig. 3).

f) Littie biodiversity on the Spinola Seamount, but an interesting geological aspect
with a large presence of thanotocetoses.

Fig. 3 faxonomic identification in progress:: a: dead corals and undetermined
fossil structure -729 m, Ulysse Seamount; b: massive sponge, -767 m, Méjean
highlands; C: Core drilling with ROV Victor; d : Macro-waste removal with ROV
Victor (Photo credits Marzia Bo/Univ. of Genoa & Eric Tambufte-CSM).
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g) Méjean highland has revealed a higher density than other massive sponge dives
on rocky areas. The top of the high-seas presents an important bioturbation, a
sponge removal already observed in 200$, of the genus Leiodermatium, which
should make it possible to differentiate Leiodermatium pfefferae and L. lynceus
(Maia et al., 2017).

Discussion
The Imowiedge obtained on deep Mediterranean ecosystems from the RAMOGE deep
sea exploration campaigns carried out in 2015 and 2018, illustrates the rich
collaboration between the scientific teams of the three countries (Italy, Monaco and
France). Monitoring the health status of these deep environments is fundamental to
assessing the effects of human activities and thus constitutes an essential element of
adaptive management, namely the ability to adjust, refine human activities and thus
optimize their preservation effectiveness

The RAMOGE experiment, with the collaboration of the scientific components of the
three signatory countries of the Agreement, aims to be an example of international
collaboration for the definition of standardized activities for study and monitoring of
deep habitats. The exchanges between the crews aboard the ship were rich and revealed
the importance of working together. It is clear that the three countries share, at different
intensities, the same environmental issues.
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